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This release note accompanies Release 2.1 of Developer/2000 for HP 9000 
Servers and Workstations. This release is a complete software distribution. It is 
not a patch release, and it needs to be installed in a new ORACLE_HOME 
directory.

Four installation guides are available for this release: Installation Guide for the 
Web (part number A66679-01), Installation Guide Client/Server (part number 
A66680-01), Oracle Reports Installation Guide (part number A66770-01), and 
Oracle Procedure Builder Installation Guide (part number A66695-01).

Summary of System Requirements
The requirements listed in this release note are a summary of the complete 
system requirements, which are listed in Chapter 1 of the Developer/2000 
Installation Guide for this release. 

Supported Versions of Oracle Server
The Oracle7.3.3 Server release supports Developer/2000 Release 2.1 on HP-UX 
11.0. 
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Issues and Restrictions 

Oracle WebServer Installation
If you are using the Developer/2000 cartridges, Developer/2000 for the Web 
needs to be installed in the same ORACLE_HOME as the Oracle WebServer.

Client-Only versus Server Installs
In a server-based installation, Developer/2000 and the Oracle Database Server 
are installed in the same ORACLE_HOME. Starting with Developer/2000 
Release 2.1, Oracle Corporation no longer supports server-installs of 
Developer/2000. Only client-only installs are supported. The only exception to 
this is for Oracle Applications customers who may be required to install 
Developer/2000 on top of a preexisting Oracle database installation.

These Applications customers should adhere to the Applications/RDBMS/ 
Developer/2000 combination certified and supported by Oracle Applications.

Requirement Minimum Level

CPU An HP 9000 series Server or Workstation with or 
without multiple processors.

Memory A minimum of 32 MB internal memory (RAM)

Operating System HP-UX 11.0

Swap Space 2 to 4 times physical RAM

CD-ROM Device A Hewlett-Packard CD-ROM device is required to 
install the CD-ROM distribution.

Terminal HPTERM or VT100.

X11R5 Server An X11R5 server on each display device is required.
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For the latest certification information, please visit Oracle’s Web-based 
support service, Oracle MetaLink at: http://support.oracle.com or contact 
Oracle Support Services (OSS). 

Oracle Web Server 3.0.1 Patch
This required patch fixes bug #667735, “New WRBC process spawned for 
every new request.” The patch also fixes multiple problems with the oraweb 
executable.

This patch is included in the OWAS_PATCH directory on the Developer/2000 
1.6.1 Server CD-ROM. Please read the README.667735 file in that directory 
for installation instructions.

Developer/2000

Date Handling
For important information about date handling in Developer/2000, refer to 
http://www.oracle.com/year2000/ and follow the link to White Papers and 
Resources.

Known Limitations

Developer/2000 Release 2.1 and Developer/2000 Release 1.6
Developer/2000 Release 2.1 cannot coexist in the same ORACLE_HOME 
directory as Developer/2000 Release 1.6 or Developer/2000 Release 1.6.1.

Project Builder

Known Problems and Workarounds
The Japanese version of Project Builder on HP-UX 11.0 does not work. 
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Forms

Changes and Additions to Documentation

TABLE_FROM_BLOCK Built-In
Do not use the TABLE_FROM_BLOCK built-in described in the 
documentation. It is reserved for internal use only. No support for this built-in 
will be provided under any circumstances.

CANCEL_REPORT_OBJECT Built-In
Cancels a long-running, asynchronous report. Verify the report is canceled by 
checking the status of the report using REPORT_OBJECT_STATUS.

Syntax: PROCEDURE CANCEL_REPORT_OBJECT(report_id 
REPORT_OBJECT);

Built-In Type: unrestricted procedure

Enter Query Mode: Yes

Parameters 

report_id - Specifies the unique ID of the report to be canceled.

You can get the report ID for a particular report using 
FIND_REPORT_OBJECT. CANCEL_REPORT_OBJECT is useful only when a 
report is run asynchronously. You cannot cancel a report that is run 
synchronously.

COPY_REPORT_OBJECT_OUTPUT Built-In
Copies the output of the report to a file.

Syntax: PROCEDURE COPY_REPORT_OBJECT_OUTPUT(report_id 
VARCHAR2(20), output_file VARCHAR2);

Built-In Type: unrestricted procedure

Enter Query Mode: Yes

Parameters

report_id - The returned result from running the RUN_REPORT_OBJECT 
built-in.

output_file - The name of the file where the report output will be copied.
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Use the Report Destination Type property to specify the format of the output 
file. To copy the output of a report from a remote machine, set the Report 
Destination Type property to Cache. For example:

DECLARE
repid  REPORT_OBJECT; 
v_rep  VARCHAR2(100);
rep_status  VARCHAR2(20);

BEGIN
repid := FIND_REPORT_OBJECT(‘report4’);
v_rep := RUN_REPORT_OBJECT(repid);
rep_status := REPORT_OBJECT_STATUS(v_rep);

IF rep_status = ‘FINISHED’ THEN
MESSAGE(‘Report Completed’);
COPY_REPORT_OBJECT_OUTPUT(v_rep, ‘d:\temp\local.pdf’);
HOST(‘netscape d:\temp\local.pdf’);

ELSE
MESSAGE(‘Error when running report.’);

END IF;
END;

FIND_REPORT_OBJECT Built-In
Returns the report_id for a specified report. Use this ID as a parameter for 
other built-ins, such as RUN_REPORT_OBJECT.

Syntax: PROCEDURE FIND_REPORT_OBJECT(report_name VARCHAR2);

Built-in Type: unrestricted procedure 

Enter Query Mode: Yes

Parameters

report_name - Specified the unique name of the report to be found.

DECLARE
repid  REPORT_OBJECT;
v_rep  VARCHAR2(100);

BEGIN
repid := FIND_REPORT_OBJECT(‘report4’);
v_rep := RUN_REPORT_OBJECT(repid);
......

END;
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GET_REPORT_OBJECT_PROPERTY Built-In
Obtain a report object property programmatically.

Syntax: FUNCTION GET_REPORT_OBJECT_PROPERTY(report_name 
VARCHAR2, property NUMBER);

FUNCTION GET_REPORT_OBJECT_PROPERTY(report_id 
REPORT_OBJECT, property NUMBER);

Built-in Type: unrestricted procedure 

Enter Query Mode: Yes

Parameters

report_id - Specifies the unique ID of the report. You can get the report ID for a 
particular report using FIND_REPORT_OBJECT. 

report_name - Specifies the unique name of the report.

property - One of the following constants:

REPORT_EXECUTION_MODE: Returns a string value of the report 
execution mode, either BATCH or RUNTIME.

REPORT_COMM_MODE: Returns a string value of the report 
communication mode, either SYNCHRONOUS or ASYNCHRONOUS.

REPORT_DESTYPE: Returns a string value of the report destination type, 
either PREVIEW, FILE, PRINTER, MAIL, CACHE or SCREEN.

REPORT_FILENAME: Returns a string value of the report filename.

REPORT_SOURCE_BLOCK: Returns a string value of the report source 
block name.

REPORT_QUERY_NAME: Returns a string value of the report query 
name.

REPORT_DESNAME: Returns a string value of the report destination 
name.

REPORT_DESFORMAT: Returns a string value of the report destination 
format.

REPORT_SERVER: Returns a string value of the report server name.

REPORT_OTHER: Returns a string value of the other user-specified report 
properties.
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Notes: GET_REPORT_OBJECT_PROPERTY returns a string value for all 
properties. In contrast, SET_REPORT_OBJECT_PROPERTY sets properties 
using constant or string values. The value type depends on the property being 
set. For example:

DECLARE
repid       REPORT_OBJECT; 
report_prop VARCHAR2(20);

BEGIN
repid := FIND_REPORT_OBJECT(‘report4’);
report_prop := GET_REPORT_OBJECT_PROPERTY(repid, 
REPORT_EXECUTION_MODE);
report_prop := get_report_object_property(repid, REPORT_FILENAME);
MESSAGE(‘REPORT_FILENAME PROPERTY IS ‘ || report_prop); 

END;

REPORT_OBJECT_STATUS Built-In
Provides status of report object. 

Syntax: PROCEDURE REPORT_OBJECT_STATUS(report_return 
VARCHAR2(20));

Built-in Type: unrestricted procedure

Enter Query Mode: Yes

Parameters:

report_return - The returned result from running the RUN_REPORT_OBJECT 
built-in.

Usage: There are eight possible return values for this built-in: FINISHED, 
RUNNING, CANCELED, OPENING_REPORT, ENQUEUED, INVALID_JOB, 
TERMINATED_WITH_ERROR, and CRASHED. For example:

DECLARE
repid      REPORT_OBJECT;
v_rep      VARCHAR2(100);
rep_status VARCHAR2(20);

BEGIN
repid      := FIND_REPORT_OBJECT(‘report4’);
v_rep      := RUN_REPORT_OBJECT(repid);
rep_status := REPORT_OBJECT_STATUS(v_rep);

IF rep_status = ‘FINISHED’ THEN
MESSAGE(‘Report Completed’);
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COPY_REPORT_OBJECT_OUTPUT(v_rep,’d:\temp\local.pdf’);
HOST(‘netscape d:\temp\local.pdf’);

ELSE
MESSAGE(‘Error when running report.’);

END IF;
END;

RUN_REPORT_OBJECT Built-In
Replaces the RUN_PRODUCT built-in, allowing you to run a report against 
either a local or remote server.

Syntax: FUNCTION RUN_REPORT_OBJECT(report_name VARCHAR2);

FUNCTION RUN_REPORT_OBJECT(report_id REPORT_OBJECT);

FUNCTION RUN_REPORT_OBJECT(report_name VARCHAR2, 
paramlist_name VARCHAR2);

FUNCTION RUN_REPORT_OBJECT(report_name VARCHAR2, 
paramlist_id PARAMLIST);

FUNCTION RUN_REPORT_OBJECT(report_id REPORT_OBJECT, 
paramlist_name VARCHAR2);

FUNCTION RUN_REPORT_OBJECT(report_id REPORT_OBJECT, 
paramlist_id PARAMLIST);

Built-in Type: unrestricted function

Enter Query Mode: Yes

Parameters

report_name - Specified the name of the report to be run.

report_id - Specifies the unique ID of the report to be run. You can get the 
report ID for a particular report using FIND_REPORT_OBJECT.

paramlist_name - Specifies the name of a parameter list to be passed to the 
report.

paramlist_id - Specified the unique ID of the parameter list to be passed to the 
report. This ID is the ID returned by the CREATE_PARAMETER_LIST built-in.

Notes: Returns an informational string used by REPORT_OBJECT_STATUS 
and COPY_REPORT_OBJECT. For the remote server, the informational string 
returned by RUN_REPORT_OBJECT uniquely identifies the report on the 
server. For example:
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DECLARE 
repid      REPORT_OBJECT;
v_rep      VARCHAR2(100);
rep_status VARCHAR2(20);

BEGIN
repid := FIND_REPORT_OBJECT(‘report4’);
v_rep := RUN_REPORT_OBJECT(repid);
......

END;

SET_REPORT_OBJECT_PROPERTY Built-In
Sets the value of a report property programmatically.

Syntax: PROCEDURE SET_REPORT_OBJECT_PROPERTY(report_id 
REPORT_OBJECT, property NUMBER, value VARCHAR2);

PROCEDURE SET_REPORT_OBJECT_PROPERTY(report_name VARCHAR2, 
property NUMBER, value VARCHAR2);

PROCEDURE SET_REPORT_OBJECT_PROPERTY(report_id 
REPORT_OBJECT, property NUMBER, value NUMBER);

PROCEDURE SET_REPORT_OBJECT_PROPERTY(report_name VARCHAR2, 
property NUMBER, value NUMBER);

Built-in Type: unrestricted procedure

Enter Query Mode: Yes

Parameters:

report_id - Specifies the unique ID of the report. To get the report ID for a 
report use FIND_REPORT_OBJECT.

report_name - Specifies the unique name of the report.

property - One of the following constants:

REPORT_EXECUTION_MODE: The report execution mode, either 
BATCH or RUNTIME.

REPORT_COMM_MODE: The report communication mode, either 
SYNCHRONOUS or ASYNCHRONOUS.

REPORT_DESTYPE: The report destination type, either PREVIEW, FILE, 
PRINTER, MAIL, CACHE or SCREEN.

One of the following strings: 
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REPORT_FILENAME: The report filename.

REPORT_SOURCE_BLOCK: The report source block name.

REPORT_QUERY_NAME: The report query name.

REPORT_DESNAME: The report destination name.

REPORT_DESFORMAT: The report destination format.

REPORT_SERVER: The report server name.

REPORT_OTHER: The other user-specified report properties.

value - Must be one of the following constants:

REPORT_EXECUTION_MODE: Value must be BATCH or RUNTIME.

REPORT_COMM_MODE: Value must be SYNCHRONOUS or 
ASYNCHRONOUS.

REPORT_DEST_TYPE: Value must be PREVIEW, FILE, PRINTER, MAIL, 
CACHE, or SCREEN.

or one of the following strings:

REPORT_FILENAME: Value must be of type VARCHAR2.

REPORT_SOURCE_BLOCK: Value must be of type VARCHAR2.

REPORT_QUERY_NAME: Value must be of type VARCHAR2.

REPORT_DEST_NAME: Value must be of type VARCHAR2.

REPORT_DEST_FORMAT: Value must be of type VARCHAR2.

REPORT_SERVER: Value must be of type VARCHAR2.

REPORT_OTHER: Value must be of type VARCHAR2.

SET_REPORT_OBJECT_PROPERTY sets properties using constant or string 
values. The value type depends on the particular property being set, as 
specified above. In contrast, GET_REPORT_OBJECT_PROPERTY returns a 
string value for all properties. For example:

DECLARE
repid       REPORT_OBJECT;
report_prop VARCHAR2(20);

BEGIN
repid := FIND_REPORT_OBJECT(‘report4’);
SET_REPORT_OBJECT_PROPERTY(repid, REPORT_EXECUTION_MODE, BATCH);
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SET_REPORT_OBJECT_PROPERTY(repid, REPORT_COMM_MODE, SYNCHRONOUS); 
SET_REPORT_OBJECT_PROPERTY(repid, REPORT_DESTYPE, FILE);

END;

UPDATE_CHART Built-In
A data block is updated whenever it is queried or when changes to it are 
committed. By default, whne the block is updated, any charts based on the 
data block are automatically updated. Use the UPDATE_CHART built-in to 
explicitly cause a chart item to be updated, even if the datda block on which it 
is based has not been updated. For example, you may want to update the 
chart to reflect uncommitted changes in the data block.

Syntax: PROCEDURE UPDATE_CHART(chart_name VARCHAR2, 
param_list_id PARAMLIST);

PROCEDURE UPDATE_CHART(chart_name VARCHAR2, 
param_list_name PARAMLIST);

PROCEDURE UPDATE_CHART(chart_id VARCHAR2, param_list_id 
PARAMLIST);

PROCEDURE UPDATE_CHART(chart_id VARCHAR2, param_list_name 
PARAMLIST);

PROCEDURE UPDATE_CHART(chart_id VARCHAR2); PROCEDURE 
UPDATE_CHART(chart_name VARCHAR2);

Built-in Type: unrestricted procedure

Enter Query Mode: Yes

Parameters:

chart_id - Specifies the unique ID of the chart.

chart_name - Specified the unique name of the chart.

param_list_id - Specified the unique ID of the chart parameter list.

param_list_name - Specified the unique name of the chart parameter list.

WEB.SHOW_DOCUMENT
Specifies the URL and target window of a Web application.

Syntax: WEB.SHOW_DOUMENT(url, target);

Built-in Type: unrestricted procedure 
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Enter Query Mode: Yes

Parameters:

url - Datatype is VARCHAR2. Specifies the Uniform Resource Locator of the 
document to be loaded.

target - Datatype is VARCHAR2. Specifies one of the following targets:

_SELF - Causes the document to load into the window containing the 
hypertext link, replacing any frames currently displayed in the window.

_PARENT - Causes the target document to load into the parent window or 
frameset containing the hypertext reference. If the reference is in a window or 
top-level frame, it is equivalent to the target _self.

_TOP - Causes the document to load into the window containing the hypertext 
link, replacing any frames currently displayed in the window.

_BLANK - Causes the document to load into a new browser window.

Alias Property
Establishes an alias for the table with which the data block is associated.

Applies to: table/columns associtated with this data block

Set: Form Builder

Default: The Data Block wizard set the Alias property to the first letter of the 
table name. For example, a table named DEPT would have a default alias of D.

Required/Optional: Required for Oracle8 tables that contain column objects or 
REFs.

Notes: For Oracle8 tables, SELECT statements that include column objects or 
REF columns must identify both the table name and its alias, and must qualify 
the column name by using that alias as a prefix. For example:

CREATE TABLE ADDRESS_TYPE AS OBJECT
STREET   VARCHAR2(30),
CITY     VARCHAR2(30),
STATE    VARCHAR2(2));

CREATE TABLE EMP
(EMPNO    NUMBER,
ADDRESS  ADDRESS_TYPE);
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If the alias for this EMP table is E, then a SELECT statement needs to be 
qualified as follows:

SELECT EMPNO, E.ADDRESS.CITY FROM EMP E;

In this case, the alias is E. The column object ADDRESS.CITY is qualified with 
that alieas, and the alias is also given after the table name.  The column 
EMPNO, which is a normal relational column, requires no such qualification.

In most situations, Form Builder handles this alias naming. It establishes an 
alias name at design time, and then automatically uses the qualified name at 
runtime when it fetches the data from the Oracle8 Server. You only use this 
alias naming when performing such tasks as coding a block WHERE clause.

Communication Mode Property
For report/form integration, specifies communication mode between the form 
and the report as either Synchronous or Asynchronous. When calling Graphics 
Builder from Form Builder to create a chart, specifies the communication 
mode to be used as either Synchronous or Asynchronous. Synchronous 
specifies that control returns to the calling application only after the called 
product has finished. The end user cannot work in the form while the called 
product is running. Asynchronous specifies that control returns to the calling 
application immediately, even if the called application has not completed its 
display. When data is returned from the called product, such as when 
updating a chart item, communication mode must be synchronous.

Applies to: Report Developer/2000 integration, chart item

Set: Form Builder

Default: Synchronous

Required/Optional: required

Data Source Data Block Property
For report/form integration, specifies the data block to be used as the source 
of the report as either null or a block name. When running Graphics Builder 
from Form Builder to create a chart, specifies the data block to be used as the 
source of a chart item.

Applies to: Report Developer/2000 integration, chart item

Set: Form Builder

Default: <Null>
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Required/Optional: optional

Execution Mode Property
For report integration with a form, specifies the execution mode of the report 
as either Batch or Runtime. When running Graphics Builder from Form 
Builder to create a chart, specifies the execution mode to be used as either 
Batch or Runtime. Batch mode executes the report or graphic without user 
interaction. Runtime mode enables user interaction during the execution.

Applies to: Report Developer/2000 integration, chart item

Set: Form Builder

Default: Batch

Required/Optional: required

Query Name Property
Specifies the name of the query in the report with which to associate the forms 
block.

Applies to: Report Developer/2000 integration

Set: Form Builder

Default: blank

Required/Optional: optional

Runtime Compatibility Mode Property
Applies to: Forms compatibility

Set: Form Builder

Default: 5.0 for new forms, 4.5 for forms created using Form Builder 4.5.

Required/Optional: required

To make runtime behavior more consistent and to fix several reported 
problems, various aspects of runtime processing have been changed in Forms 
5.0:

■ Validation rules for navigation

■ Rules for implicitly setting an item’s REQUIRED property

■ Validation steps for various types of items
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■ Implementation of DEFER_REQUIRED_ENFORCEMENT

■ Validation rules for mirror items

■ Initialization rules for mirror items

■ Acceptability of null values in mandatory poplists and T-lists 

■ Values for which the POST-CHANGE trigger is fired

■ Rules for converting between dates and strings in certain situations

To preserve backward compatibility, a new form-level property 
RUNTIME_COMPATIBILITY_MODE has been introduced. This can be set 
only at design time to 4.5 or 5.0. By default, new forms have 
RUNTIME_COMPATIBILITY_MODE set to 5.0, and forms upgraded from 4.5 
have RUNTIME_COMPATIBILITY_MODE set to 4.5. The new behavior takes 
effect only when RUNTIME_COMPATIBILITY_MODE is 5.0.

For each change, the behavior is desacribed when 
RUNTIME_COMPATIBILITY_MODE is 5.0 and how it differs when 
RUNTIME_COMPATIBILITY_MODE is 4.5.

When items A and B have their Synchronize With Item property set to C, then 
items A, B and C are said to be “mirror” items because they mirror each other. 
(They must all be in the same block). Items A and B are termed “subordinate” 
mirror items; item C is their “master” mirror item.

Validation Rules for Navigation
5.0 validation rules for navigation:

■ When navigating from item A to item B in the same block, and item-level 
validation is in effect, only item A is validated.

■ When Forms needs to position you at the first navigable item in a block, 
there is no validation of earlier items in the block.

■ When you attempt to navigate out of a null-valued REQUIRED item and 
item-level validation is in effect and 
DEFER_REQUIRED_ENFORCEMENT is *not* in effect, then you get the 
error ‘FRM-40202 Field must be entered’.

4.5 validation rules for navigation differ from 5.0 rules as follows:

■ When you navigate from item A to item B in the same block and 
item-level validation is in effect, the action taken depends on how the 
navigation was done.
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■ If the navigation is the result of a GO_ITEM (mouse click) or the 
result of a PREVIOUS_ITEM (shift-tab key), then only item A is 
validated.

■ If the navigation is the result of a NEXT_ITEM (tab key), then item A 
and all items between A and B (in terms of their sequence number 
within the block, *not* in terms of their position in the block’s 
navigation sequence) are validated.

■ This may cause redundant validation. For example, if you use the 
Next Navigable Item property to establish a navigation sequence 
that is the reverse of the items’ sequence within the block (as shown 
in the object navigator), then every time you press tab, all items in 
the block (except the one you’re tabbing to) are validated.

■ When Forms needs to position you at the first navigable item in a block 
and item-level validation is in effect, all earlier items in the block are 
validated. This sometimes causes Forms to exit if one of those earlier items 
fails validation.

■ When you attempt to navigate out of a null-valued REQUIRED item and 
item-level validation is in effect, and 
DEFER_REQUIRED_ENFORCEMENT is not in effect, the action taken 
depends on how the navigation was done.

■ If the navigation is the result of a GO_ITEM (mouse click), or the 
result of a NEXT_ITEM (tab key), then you get the error ‘FRM-40202 
Field must be entered’. 

■ If the navigation is the result of a PREVIOUS_ITEM (shift-tab key), 
then no error occurs and the navigation succeeds.

Rules for Implicitly Setting an Item’s Required Property
In 5.0 compatibility mode, an item’s REQUIRED property is never changed as 
a side effect of a changing another property. In 4.5 compatibility mode, an 
item’s REQUIRED property is set to FALSE if the item is disabled (its 
ENABLED property is set to FALSE).

Validation Steps for Various Types of Items
Certain steps are performed whenever an item of a particular type is 
validated. 5.0 validation steps for various types of items are as follows: For a 
text item, validation consists of the following steps:

1. Verifying that a REQUIRED item does not contain null.
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When the form’s Validation Unit is ITEM, validation of a null REQUIRED 
item in an item instance that is protected against update (by the end user) 
is deferred until record level validation, even when 
DEFER_REQUIRED_ENFORCEMENT is not specified. Motivation for this 
rule: to avoid situations where the end user could get trapped by 
mouse-clicking on a protected item that mirrors an end-user-modifiable 
REQUIRED item that contains null.

2. Verifying that a non-null value is in native format for its datatype. If it’s 
not, we attempt to convert it using the item’s format mask. If the item has 
no format mask and its datatype is DATE or DATETIME, we use the 
“input” format mask derived at runform startup.

3. Verifying that a FIXED_LENGTH item does not contain a non-null value 
of the wrong length.

4. Verifying that the item’s value (if non-null) falls within the range specified 
for the item.

5. Verifying that the item’s value (if non-null) appears in the item’s LOV, if 
any.

6. Firing the POST-CHANGE trigger (unless the item’s value is null).

7. Firing the WHEN-VALIDATE-ITEM trigger.

The steps are done in the order specified. If any step fails, the item is marked 
invalid, and the remaining steps are skipped.

For other sorts of items, steps 3 through 5 are omitted. Step 2 is a null 
operation except for text items and combo boxes, since only they allow 
nonnative data to be entered.

4.5 validation steps for various types of items differ from 5.0 as follows:

1. REQUIRED validation (step 1) is performed only for:

(a) combo boxes.

(b) poplist and T-list items that do not allow other values.

(c) navigable list items that mirror other items.

(d) navigable text items.

A failure on (a) or (b) produces the message ‘FRM-40212 Invalid value for 
field’ instead of ‘FRM-40202 Field must be entered’.
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2. REQUIRED validation (step 1) is performed on item instances that are 
protected against update, even when the form’s Validation Unit is ITEM.

3. Datatype validation (step 2) is performed only for:

(a) navigable combo boxes.

(b) text items.

4. Fixed-length and range validation (steps 3 and 4) are performed only for 
enabled text items. (For disabled text items, skip 3 and 4 but perform step 
5.)

Implementation of DEFER_REQUIRED_ENFORCEMENT
The DEFER_REQUIRED_ENFORCEMENT property is specified at the form 
level. In release 4.5, it could be specified only at run time. In release 5.0, it has 
been added to the form’s property palette, so it can be set at design time as 
well as at run time.

This property is applicable only when item-level validation is in effect: when 
set to TRUE, the REQUIRED property is not enforced until record-level 
validation. The way in which this enforcement is deferred has been changed in 
5.0 compatibility mode.

5.0 implementation of DEFER_REQUIRED_ENFORCEMENT are as follows:

1. When item-level validation occurs on a required item that contains a null 
value, no action occurs. The validation is considered to succeed (so you 
can leave the item), but the item is left marked as requiring Validation. If 
there is a WHEN-VALIDATE-ITEM trigger for the item, it is *not* fired. If 
the item is still null when record-level validation occurs, an error will be 
raised at that point.

4.5 implementation of DEFER_REQUIRED_ENFORCEMENT differs from 5.0 
as follows:

1. When item-level validation occurs on a required item that contains a null 
value, the item’s WHEN-VALIDATE-ITEM trigger (if any) fires. If that 
succeeds, the item is marked as valid (so the ITEM_IS_VALID property is 
TRUE). During record-level validation, null-valued required items that 
have already been marked as valid are revalidated. This has at least one 
unfortunate side effect: if a query fetches a null value into a required item 
when DEFER_REQUIRED_ENFORCEMENT is TRUE, and a 
POST-QUERY trigger causes the fetched record to be marked as requiring 
validation, then the query is aborted at that point.
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2. The DEFER_REQUIRED_ENFORCEMENT property is ignored for list 
items.

Validation Rules for Mirror Items
5.0 validation rules for mirror items are as follows:

1. For a subordinate mirror item, the REQUIRED, RANGE_HIGH and 
RANGE_LOW properties, and the POST-CHANGE and 
WHEN-VALIDATE-ITEM triggers are all taken from the master mirror 
item. If any are specified for a subordinate mirror item, the generator will 
issue a warning, and they will be ignored.

Note that the FIXED_LENGTH and LOV validation properties are still 
taken from the subordinate mirror item, since they are deemed 
widget-specific.

2. During item-level validation, validation rules are taken from the item 
through which the value was set. This may differ from the item currently 
being validated (and has focus) in the case where the value was set 
programmatically via a mirror item. Within POST-CHANGE and 
WHEN-VALIDATE-ITEM triggers, :SYSTEM.TRIGGER_ITEM specifies 
the item through which the value was set.

A value that has never been set programmatically or by the end user is 
considered to have been set by the master mirror item (since that is where 
we get the initial value). A value that has been set by a query is presumed 
valid, so validation never occurs for such a value.

3. During record-level validation within a group of mirror items, we validate 
the one through which the current value was set. This is the item that will 
be given focus if an error is detected, except in the case where it’s 
protected against end-user update. In such a case, we’ll look for a more 
suitable item that mirrors it (end-user modifiable if possible; if not, then 
enabled if possible). Again, within triggers, :SYSTEM.TRIGGER_ITEM 
specifies the item through which the value was set.

4.5 validation rules for mirror items differ from 5.0 rules in as follows:

1. For a subordinate mirror item, the REQUIRED, RANGE_HIGH and 
RANGE_LOW properties and the POST-CHANGE and 
WHEN-VALIDATE-ITEM triggers are taken from the subordinate mirror 
item.
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2. During item-level validation, validation rules are always taken from the 
item currently being validated. For an item that is set programmatically, 
the rules used to validate the new value are determined by which of the 
items that mirror it (or the item itself) is first visited by the end user.

3. During record-level validation within a group of mirror items, we validate 
the one that appears earliest in the block. This may cause confusion (or 
worse) when invalid data is entered into a text item or combo box that’s 
mirrored by another item that appears earlier in the block.

Initialization Rules for Mirror Items
5.0 initialization rules for mirror items are as follows:

1. For a subordinate mirror item, the INITIAL VALUE property and the 
ON-SEQUENCE-NUMBER trigger are taken from the master mirror item. 
If any are specified for a subordinate mirror item, the generator will issue 
a warning that they will be ignored.

2. The initial value is ignored at run time if the item, or some item that 
mirrors it, is a poplist, T-list, radio group, or checkbox that does not allow 
other values and that has no element corresponding to the initial value.

4.5 initialization rules for mirror items differ from 5.0 rules as follows:

1. Within a group of items that mirror each other (including the master 
mirror item), the initial value is taken from the last item within the group 
(in terms of sequence within the block) that specifies a displayable initial 
value. More precisely, each initial value is applied in turn at run time, and 
the last one that can be displayed by its item’s widget overrides any 
earlier initial values. The ON-SEQUENCE-NUMBER trigger (if present) is 
fired when its item’s initial value is being set (assuming it’s a sequence 
number).

2. The initial value will be ignored at run time if the item is a poplist, T-list, 
radio group, or checkbox that does not allow other values and that has no 
element corresponding to the initial value. Mirroring items are not 
inspected.

Acceptability of Null Values in Required Poplist and T-lists
In 5.0 compatibility mode, a null value can always be assigned 
progammatically or via a query to any list item, whether it be combo-box, 
poplist, or T-list. It does not matter if the list item is mandatory, does not allow 
other values, and does not contain an explicitly specified null-valued element.
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In 4.5 compatibility mode, an attempt to progammatically assign a null value 
to a poplist or T-list whose REQUIRED property is TRUE, and that does not 
contain an explicitly specified null-valued element, and that does not allow 
other values, will fail (FRM-40212: Invalid value for field). And if a fetched 
row contains a null value in a column which is to be assigned to such a poplist 
or T-list, the fetched row will be rejected (it will not appear in the block).

This is inconsistent, since assignments to items normally fail only in the case 
where the item’s widget cannot display the value. Whether the new value is 
valid is a separate issue, which is normally decided only when the item is 
subsequently validated. This includes enforcing the REQUIRED property.

In both 4.5 and 5.0 compatibility modes, a null value can always be displayed 
in any list item, even if the list item contains no explicitly specified null-valued 
element and does not allow other values. In a T-list, it is displayed by selecting 
none of the elements; in a poplist, an “implicit” null value is temporarily 
added to the poplist.

Values for which the Post-Change Trigger is Fired
In 5.0 compatibility mode, the POST-CHANGE trigger is never fired when a 
null value is placed into an item, as has always been documented.

In 4.5 compatibility mode, the POST-CHANGE trigger is never fired for a null 
value that was fetched into an item by a query. But for a null value assigned 
programmatically to an item or entered into an item by the end user, the 
POST-CHANGE trigger is fired, except when the item is a text item. This is 
how release 4.5 behaved, although it did not match the documentation.

Forms 4.0 and 4.5 documentation both state that the POST-CHANGE trigger is 
not recommended for new applications.

Rules for Converting Between Dates and Strings
When Forms performs a conversion between an item of datatype DATE or 
DATETIME and an “internal” string (a string that is not visible to the end 
user) it needs to choose a default date format mask to do the conversion.

In 5.0 compatibility mode, Forms uses the built-in date format for all such 
conversions. (This does not include conversions performed by PL/SQL.)

In 4.5 compatibility mode, Forms uses the built-in date format for some 
conversions, but uses the input or output date formats in other cases:

1. When executing GET_ITEM_PROPERTY on an item of datatype DATE or 
DATETIME, for the properties RANGE_HIGH and RANGE_LOW.
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2. When executing GET_ITEM_PROPERTY on an item of datatype DATE or 
DATETIME, for the property DATABASE_VALUE.

3. When setting the value of an LOV column’s return item, when the LOV 
column is of datatype CHAR and the return item is of datatype DATE or 
DATETIME, or vice versa.

4. When setting the initial value of an item of datatype DATE or DATETIME, 
where the initial value is taken from a variable (using colon notation) of 
datatype CHAR.

5. When setting the initial value of an item of datatype CHAR, where the 
initial value is specified as $$DATE$$, $$DATETIME$$, $$DBDATE$$, or 
$$DBDATETIME$$.

In cases 2 through 5, 4.5 compatibility mode gives you the behavior of Forms 
4.5.7; Forms 4.5.6 and earlier release exhibit 5.0 behavior.

PL/SQL Version 1 to Version 2 Conversion

Possible Upgrade Problems
The following is a list of possible upgrade problems to PL/SQL V2.3 from V1 
in this release.

Problem 1: ERROR 307: too many declarations of ‘this built-in’ match this call. 
If you are calling a built-in that requires conversion of its parameters, you may 
find this. One example is as follows:

foo := to_char(‘char’);

No built-in matches to_char(varchar2), so we try to convert ‘char’ to another 
datatype. As there are two possible to_chars that match this [to_char(date) and 
to_char(number)], you get the above error.

Problem 2: If you use PL/SQL version 1 style SUBTYPE declarations, they will 
not be converted. You must manually convert these lines of code. For example, 
the following block of code:

PROCEDURE foo IS
SUBTYPE mystr IS VARCHAR2(80);
cstr MYSTR;

BEGIN
NULL;

END;
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should be re-written as 

PROCEDURE foo IS
SUBTYPE mystr IS VARCHAR2;
cstr MYSTR(80);

BEGIN
NULL;

END;

Upgrading PLD Files Not Supported
When upgrading PL/SQL libraries created in Developer/2000 release 1.x, you 
must convert all .PLD files to .PLL format before you attempt to open them in 
Developer/2000 release 2.1. Upgrading the .PLD files is not supported.

Upgrade Options Table
When converting from PL/SQL version 1 to PL/SQL version 2, the following 
chart specifies if conversion takes place with the specified options and if a log 
file is produced.

Sound Items on the Web
Sound items are not supported on the web. If a form deployed on the web 
contains a sound item, the sound will not work and an alert will be displayed 
to the user.

Mouse Button Modifier System Variable Changes
There are now more meaningful system variable names for the mouse button 
state.

From To Options Conversion Log File
4.5 FMB 5.0 FMB None No No
4.5 FMB 5.0 FMB Upgrade No Yes
4.5 FMB 5.0 FMB Upgrade_PLSQL Yes Yes
4.5 FMT 5.0 FMB None No Yes*
4.5 FMT 5.0 FMB Upgrade No Yes*
4.5 FMT 5.0 FMB Upgrade_PLSQL Yes Yes*
The log file (.PLG) will be placed in the current working directory, 
which may differ from the directory containing the .FMT file.
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SYSTEM.MOUSE_BUTTON_MODIFIERS indicates that keys that were 
pressed during the click, such as Shift, Alt, or Control. The value is always a 
character string.

For example, if the operator holds down the control and shift keys while 
pressing the mouse button, SYSTEM.MOUSE_BUTTON_MODIFIERS contains 
the value “Shift+Control+”.

The values returned by this variable is the same across all platforms and 
languages. Use SYSTEM.MOUSE_BUTTON_MODIFIERS in place of 
SYSTEM.MOUSE_BUTTON_SHIFT_STATE.

Possible values are: “Shift+”, “Caps Lock+”, “Control+”, “Alt+”, 
“Command+”, “Super+”, and “Hyper+”.

Version 2-Style Trigger Support
If you convert a form that contains “Version 2.0 Style” triggers, they will still 
run in Developer/2000 Release 2.1. You can view these triggers, but you 
cannot edit or modify them. Convert all of these triggers to PL/SQL. 
Developer/2000 Release 2.1 will be the last version of Forms to support 
Version 2.0 Style triggers.

CHAR versus VARCHAR2 in Stored Procedures
If a stored procedure is used as the data source for a block, we do not support 
the use of CHAR columns in the returned record set. Use VARCHAR2 instead.

Message Additions
FRM-18109 - An object named xxx already exists inside object group xxx.

Cause: You attempted to add a program unit to the object library, but a 
program unit with the same name already exists with the same name.

Action: Remove the program unit from the object group and try again.

FRM-99999 - Error 379 occurred. 

Cause: You attempted to enter a hint that exceeds 80 characters in length.

Action: Shorten the hint to 80 characters or less in length.
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FORMS50_MMAP environment variable
By default, Forms Runtime uses memory-mapped file I/O to read Forms 
executable files (FMX) and menu executable files (MMX) on most platforms. 
This typically uses less real memory than standard file I/O, improving 
performance. To use standard file I/O, you can turn off memory-mapped file 
I/O by setting the FORMS50_MMAP environment variable to 0.

FORMS50_CATCHTERM environment variable
By default, Forms Runtime intercepts abnormal terminations of an application 
processes whenever possible. Some conditions, such as kill -9 on UNIX, cannot 
be intercepted. This usually enables the Runtime Engine to clean up resources, 
such as database connections and temporary disk files, before exiting. 
However, intercepting terminations can make it difficult to determine where a 
problem occurred. If a fatal exception is occurring, you may wish to see a stack 
trace at the point where the exception occurred. In this case, disable 
termination interception by setting the FORMS50_CATCHTERM to 0.

Web Deployment
For important information regarding web deployment, see Appendix A, 
“Forms Web Deployment,” in the Developer/2000 for the Web Installation Guide 
for HP 9000 Servers and Workstations (part number A66679-01).

Upgrading Menus
To upgrade a SQL*Menu 5.0 module, first convert it using Developer/2000 
release 1.x (Forms 4.5). Then you can open it using Developer/2000 release 2.1.

New Reports Object in Forms
A new Reports object has been added to the Forms Object Navigator, along 
with a number of Reports identifiers on the Property Palette. In general, these 
Property Palette fields correspond to the parameters you supply when 
running a report directly.

Several new built-in functions have also been added to Forms. The 
GET/SET_REPORT_OBJECT_PROPERTY built-ins allow you to dynamically 
obtain and change the properties at runtime. The RUN_REPORT built-in 
actually invokes the report, using the information you supplied in the 
Property Palette. Additional controls are available in the FIND_REPORT, 
REPORT_STATUS, COPY_REPORT, and CANCEL_REPORT built-ins.
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WebServer and Web Application Server Notes
When setting the location of ORACLE_HOME within the WebServer or the 
Web Application Server, ORACLE_HOME must be referenced as an 
environment variable; that is, references to ORACLE_HOME must begin and 
end with a percent. For example, %ORACLE_HOME%.

Undocumented Properties for Report Objects
Query Name: Name of the query in the report with which to associate the 
Forms block.

Report Destination Type: Destination to which you want the output to be sent. 
Possible values are Screen, File, Printer, Mail, Sysout, Cache, Localfile, and 
Previewer.

Report Destination Name: Name of the destination. Possible values are:

File Name (if Destination Type is File or Localfile)

Printer Name (if Destination Type is Printer)

Email Name List (if Destination Type is Mail)

Report Destination Format: Format of the report. Possible values are:

PRT (file name if you are generating ASCII report)

HTML (if you wish to generate HTML output)

HTMLCSS (if you wish to generate HTMLCSS output)

PDF (if you wish to generate PDF output)

Forms and Graphics Integration

Forms and Graphics Integration using a Connect String
When integrating a Graphics display into a Form, you must always specify a 
connect string when connecting to the database. Even if you have a LOCAL 
environment variable or registry entry defined, you must still supply a 
connect string or the integration will not work properly.

Forms and Graphics Integration on the Web
(REMOVE THIS SUBSECTION?) Embedding Graphics in a form is not 
supported on the Web on NT in this release. The NT platform can be used for 
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testing in development with a single user, but is not supported for deployment 
to multiple users.

Reports

Cannot Use Matrix Dimensions as Axes in Chart Wizard
Currently there is a limitation of the Chart Wizard that matrix dimensions 
cannot be used as axes for a chart.

Supported PDF Version
Reports currently supports PDF version 1.1. As a result, if you wish to 
generate multibyte output, such as Japanese, you must install and use the 
Adobe Acrobat writer and printer driver with DESFORMAT=DFLT. However, 
hyperlinks and actions will be lost.

PDF Page Width Limit
There is a display limit in the Adobe Acrobat Reader. The maximum page 
width it can handle is 45 inches. If the report’s page width is set to >45 inches 
and generated to PDF format, then nothing displays in Reader.

Advanced Network Option
The Reports Multi-tier Server does not currently support the Advanced 
Network Option.

DESTYPE=INTEROFFICE Support
There is no support for a value of DESTYPE=INTEROFFICE. This 
functionality is documented in the online help but should be disregarded. The 
online help will be corrected in a future release.

Problems with Netscape and HTMLCSS Output
When resizing the Netscape window, the page may become distorted and 
need to be reloaded. Also, fonts smaller than 8 points lose their bold attribute.

When using the Web Preview option to view Reports that have bookmarks, 
the bookmark frame does not get refreshed. A new bookmark frame will 
appear each time you view the report. You must exit and re-start the browser 
to remove the extraneous frames.
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Streaming Output To The Browser
If you wish to stream output directly to the browser through the web server, 
there are three new registry (environment) variables to support this. These 
entries apply to both PDF and HTML output.

REPORTS30_VIRTUAL_MAP - same as REPORTS30_WEBLOC.

REPORTS30_PHYSICAL_MAP - physical directory of report cache in terms of 
the web server.

REPORTS30_SHARED_CACHE - whether to share the cache or not. 
(YES/NO). The default is YES.

Reports and Graphics Integration
When integrating a Graphics display into a Report, you must always specify a 
connect string when connecting to the database. Even if you have a LOCAL 
environment variable or registry entry defined, you must still supply a 
connect string or the integration will not work properly.

Japanese and Reports
On HP-UX 11.0, there are known issues with Japanese and Reports. These 
problems will be corrected in a patch.

Reports Startup
Reports will not start up if NLS_LANG is set to JAPANESE_JAPAN.JA16EUC

SHOWJOBS Parameter Required for Reports Queue Viewer
When using the Reports Queue Viewer, the SHOWJOBS parameter is required 
for the HP-UX release.

Graphics

Known Problems and Workarounds
■ When using the Save button or Control+s from the Object Navigator, you 

must first click on the Display node for the current display or your display 
will not be saved.
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■ When using Control+w to close a display from the Object Navigator, you 
must first click on the Display node for the current display or your display 
will not close.

■ A column/plain type chart cannot be modified by the chart wizard to any 
other type of chart. Any other type of chart can be changed through the 
chart wizard by selecting the type property. If you encounter this problem, 
close the OB batch engine and continue.

■ Printing an OGD file using a PostScript printer will render the image in 
four pages.

■ The sound volume button does not work.

■ Symbols in Graphics do not print properly.

■ The “Save As” dialog box may appear when attempting to retrieve a 
Graphics Display in a browser.

■ All character parameters must be initialized before attempting to run a 
Display. If you wish to initialize the parameter to null use the character 
string “‘ ‘”.

■ The vertical line in the object navigator may appear to extend beyond the 
last object. This is only visual and has no functional impact.

■ Chart Wizard: Creating several charts in a row causes the chart wizard to 
fail. You must stop the OG batch process after 3 or 4 calls to the chart 
wizard.

■ After exiting the Graphics Runtime from the builder, you must first click 
on the Object Navigator window before attempting to select or manipulate 
objects in the layout editor.

Cartridge Parameters Incorrectly Documented
The GW_IMAGES_USE_FILES cartridge parameter is incorrectly documented 
as GW_IMAGES_USE_FILE (note the plural).

WebServer and Web Application Server Notes
When setting the location of ORACLE_HOME within the WebServer or the 
Web Application Server ORACLE_HOME must be referenced as an 
environment variable; that is, references to ORACLE_HOME must be 
$ORACLE_HOME, with no trailing dollar sign.
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Also, when configuring Graphics to run on the web using Web Application 
Server 3.0, you must manually configure the cartridge to use processes instead 
of threads.

Connecting to a Local Oracle8 Database
When connecting to a local Oracle8 database, you must always specify a 
connect string. If you omit the connect string, Forms and Graphics integration 
and Reports and Graphics integration will not function properly.

Graphics Web Cartridge Not Functional
The Graphics Web Cartridge is not functional in this release. This problem will 
be corrected in a future release or patch.

Query Builder

End User Layer Support
The End User Layer for Query Builder has now been disabled.

Upgrade Path
If you wish to upgrade your Query Builder queries to Discoverer 3.0, please 
see the Discoverer 3.0 documentation.

Known Issues with Japanese Version on HP-UX
Users are unable to input Japanese “hankaku-katakana” in the editor field. 
Users are also unable to input Japanese double byte characters in the data 
editor or query window.

Schema Builder

Schema Builder and Oracle8 Support
Schema Builder does not support Oracle8 at this time.
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Translation Builder

Functionality Not Implemented
The following features are not implemented in this release:

■ Custom text filters

■ Translation previewing

■ Editable glossaries

■ Personal Oracle Lite support

Keyboard Drivers
When various keyboard drivers are installed on a single machine, users will 
not be able to switch keyboard drivers while they are in the translation editor. 
You must first close the editor window, change the keyboard driver, and then 
reopen the window by double clicking on a translation.

Glossary Support
You cannot attach glossaries from a local database to the “Attached 
Glossaries” folder of a remote database unless you specify a full connect string 
for the local database, including its IP address.

Stopping Glossary Lookup
Clicking the Stop button in the glossary lookup dialog takes effect only after 
the next match is found.

Procedure Builder

Message Additions
PDE-PEP014 - The program unit <progunit name> has been renamed to 
<progunit name> because its name clashed with that of a built-in package.

Cause: In Version 1, Procedure Builder allowed you to create a program unit 
with the same name as a built-in package. This is not allowed in Version 2. 
When you load a program unit with the same name as a built-in package, 
Procedure Builder renames the program unit uniquely.
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Action: Change the program unit name before loading, if desired, making sure 
that you update all references to the program unit name as well.

Editor Registry Entry
In previous releases of Developer/2000, there was a 50k limit on the size of a 
block of PL/SQL code that could be edited. This restriction has now been 
removed. However, with this change, some international fonts may not 
display properly. To revert the PL/SQL code editor to its previous behavior, 
set the registry entry DE20_PLAIN_EDIT to the value “1”. By default, this 
registry entry does not appear.

Server-Side Debugging
Server-side debugging requires Oracle7 version 7.3.4 or later. This is a change 
from version 7.3.3. The first production release of Oracle8, 8.0.3, does not 
support server-side debugging.

Known Issues with Japanese Version on HP-UX
Japanese “hankaku-katakana” characters are not properly handled in the 
PL/SQL interpreter.

Developer/2000 Demos
The demo suite is not available on UNIX ports. This will addressed in the first 
UNIX patch.

Miscellaneous

Chart Wizard Not Functional
The Chart Wizard is not functional in this initial HP-UX 11.0 release. This 
problem will be corrected in a future release or patch.
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